Cambridge English for Turkish Target Book 1 teacher's book

Examples

1. This is a fish. ✓
2. This is a skyscraper. x

Questions

1. This is a coconut.
2. This is a banana.
3. This is a carrot.
4. This is a potato.
5. This is a mango.

Speaking

Ask your friends what they would like for their lunch. Look at the pictures and talk about them.
Example:

What would you like for your lunch, Alex?
I would like some bread.

Questions

1. What would you like for your lunch, Grace?
2. What would you like for your lunch, Ben?
3. What would you like for your lunch, Jill?
4. What would you like for your lunch, Bill?
5. What would you like for your lunch, Lucy?

Writing

Write a sentence like the one about the picture. There is one example.

Example:
I would like some bread.

Sentences

1. I would like some _____________________________.
2. I would like an _____________________________.
3. I would like some _____________________________.
4. I would like a _____________________________.
5. I would like a _____________________________.

Look at the sentence. Write one word from the Word Bank in the blank.
There is one example.

Example:
I like fish and chicken.

Word Bank

and, or, but

Questions

1. I like rice _____________________________.
2. I like apples _____________________________. I don’t like oranges.
3. Would you like orange juice _____________________________. Would you like lemonade?
4. You can have cake _____________________________. You can’t have sweets.
5. I like milk. I drink it at breakfast, at lunch _____________________________. at dinner!
4. I like ............... 5. I like ............... (Answers can vary)

Where's the bug? Choose your answer from the Word bank and write it on the line. There is one example:

Example: The bug is ............... under

Questions:
1. The bug is ............... behind.
2. The bug is ............... near to.
3. The bug is ............... between.
4. The bug is ............... in front of.
5. The bug is ............... under.

Look at the pictures. Look at the letters. Write the words. There is one example:

Example: okob

Sentences:
1. ............... tuceprom
2. ............... sekd
3. ............... ceplin
4. ............... elurr
5. ............... hatrece

Look at the pictures and draw lines. There is one example:

radio guitar

Example picture: chair

Read the text below. Choose a word from the Word bank. Write the correct words next to numbers 1-5. There is one example:

A classroom

There are lots of these in a ............... Some have desks where you (1) ............... But some have desks for (2) ............... Many have a (3) ............... and lots of books. In some you can play (4) ............... and in some you can draw a (5) ............... What is it? It’s a classroom.

Word bank: chair, desk, music, computers, books

Read the words below. Choose a word to write on the line. All the words are correct. Read your story to your family, a friend or your teacher.

Example:
I am ............... a story.

Questions:
1. This is a story about playing ............... 2. I am playing with my ...............
3. We are playing in the  
4. We  playing games.
5. Now we are drinking some  

Write a sentence at the end of the words. Say your new word. Draw a picture. There is one example.

Example  
1. paint  
2. draw  
3. fish  

Example  
1. jump  
2. kick  
3. throw

Questions
1. There
2. There
3. There
4. There
5. There

Look at the pictures. How many animals are there? Write one word on each line. There are two examples.

Examples
1. There
2. There

Colour the clothes in the clothes shop. There is one example.

Example
The T-shirt is black.

Sentences
1. The dress is orange.
2. The trousers are blue.
3. The jacket is green.
4. The skirt is purple.
5. The hat is yellow.

Example
Grace chooses a black T-shirt.
1. What colour are the frogs?

2. How many frogs are there?

3. Where are the frogs now?

4. Who is the teacher holding?

5. Where are the children putting the frogs in the tree?
What am I? I am a pencil.

and white (5), too. When I am old, I am very small.

(5) I can write in a (4). I can draw black

(2) They put me with their pens, rubbers and

me when they have their lessons. You can find me on their

You can see me in the (1). I go to school (1). I won't

A pencil

Questions 1-5. There is one example.

Read this. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct word next to

Part 4

Example

Questions 5 questions.

Part 3

Example

Questions